To find material on these and related topics, go to the Online Burma/Myanmar Library and browse

and/or from the OBL Home Page, use the 2 search engines and the Alphabetical list to look for specific topics

and/or go to the selected main sections of OBL immediately below which cover these issues

and/or go to the selected specific sub-sections (further below)

SECTIONS

AGRICULTURE
CLIMATE CHANGE
ENVIRONMENT
FOOD SECURITY
FORESTS AND FOREST PEOPLES
LAND
LAW AND CONSTITUTION
NATURAL HERITAGE GOVERNANCE
SUSTAINABLE AND ENDOGENOUS DEVELOPMENT
WATER, INCLUDING DAMS

SPECIFIC SUB-SECTIONS

Reviews/bibliographies/lists on swidden/shifting cultivation
Shifting ("swidden", "jhum", "taungya") cultivation - regional and global
Shifting ("swidden", "jhum", "taungya") cultivation - Burma/Myanmar
Agricultural land confiscation/grabbing, Agribusiness
Law and policy on land in Burma/Myanmar
Tenure insecurity in Burma (including land grabbing)
Sustainable agriculture
Land, property and planning (laws and commentary)
Extractive industries
Roots and Resources - global and regional experience and analysis
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